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BEAR RIVER COMPACT COMMISSION

MINUTES OF MEETING, SALT LAKE CIT.(, UTAH, NOVEMBER 7, 1952

A meeting of the Bear River Compact Commission was held in the

Governor1 s Board Room" November 7, 1952. The following Compact Commissioners,

Assistant Compact Commissioners and Advisors were present:

E. 0 .. Larson, Federal Representative and Chairman
L. C. Bishop, Compact Commissioner for wYoming
Joseph M. Tracy, Compact Commissioner for Utah
Fred Cooper, Chairman, Idaho Compact Commission

V
A. D. Smoot
L. B. Caine
V. T. Wilson
M. T. Wilson
O. A. Christensen
A. Ross
E. K. Thomas
Gerald Irvine
E. G. Thorum
Lon Hopkins
L. B. Johnson
Emil C. Gradert
S. Reed Dayton
Robert E. Smylie

Chairman E. O. Larson presided and called the session to order at

9:00 a.m.

At the request of the Che.irman, Mr. Skeen read the statement made by

Mr. Cooper at the October 16, 1952, meeting. Based upon that proposal the .

engineering committee made some studies set forth in Report No. 26. Mr. Jipson

explained that the Report is really not a committee report but has been prepared

by the Logan office of the U. S. G. S. He then discussed the report.

Mr. Jibson explained in connection with Plate 8 of Report No. 26,' that

,"' the storage is at 2!. above Woodruff Narrows. He said the total amount of storage
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is not entirely depleted; that for 30,000 ac. ft. we have estim9.ted that 2S, 500

is actually depleted or is consumed. That would be the consumptive use.

MR. TRACY: The annual return flow would be 2,200 to the Lake?

MR. JIBSON: That would average 1400, I believe.

MR. TfulCY: That is small for return flow.

Mr. Iorns explained the only way was for them to use the most extreme

condition. He said that the flow that is going to be released there is going

to be dribbled out and spread out over the COQ~try.

Mr. Tracy: What is the ratio of return flow that has been used in your

consideration of the problem?

MR. IORNS: Well the return flows average from as high as 60 to 70

percent of the water that is diverted for irrigation, during the ecrly part of

the season down to 30 or 40 percent as at the very tail end. The 30 or 40 per

cent "fea.thers out" into the most extreme condition~

MR••.TIBSON: In column 4 we have the net water available and in the

columns farther over we adjust for this depletion of upstream storage. Mr. lorna

~~s suggested that maybe it would clarify this to jump over to columns 15 and 16.

Columns 15 and 16, we call that Past Operation, and that is the storab1e Tlows

used for power at Cutler :,nd used for irrigation. If you compare the sum. of the

two with the annual releases, it may clarify this table as we go. In column 5

we subtract our estimated depletion in column 3 from the net water supply avail-

able in column 4, and we get What WD call an adjusted supply Which in the first

year is 378,700. The adjusted storage or storable flow is listed in column 6.

In order to try to cut out a little space we left out some of thecolurnns that

wore used in Report No. 25. The way we handled this adjustment for storable

flows or storage used for power· at Cutler was to say that when our past power

releases were great enough to take care of this increased depletion, we reduced
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the power water by that amount. That will be true each year until the content

of the Lake falls down to this irrigation reserve. For the first three years

during this period power releases were sufficient to permit deduction from the

actual power release the amount of depletion due to new storage and the result

is in column 6. From 1926 the contents of the lake passed through the irriga-

tion reserve and as it passed through the reserve then we assumed there could

bo no power releases.

In column 7 we call the "Adjusted Content of Bear Lake." Column 7

is arrived at by taking the contents of the lake on Sept. 30 of the previous

year and adding to this thi.: adjusted supply that we have in column 5, minus the

~djusted power releases in column 6,

Then we go from the storage period into the storage delivery period.

Column 8 is the deficiency in the water supply due to evaporation losses.

Mr. Iorns found in hiG studies in Report No. 10 that the lake just about balances

out for the entire year over a period of years. However, during the delivery

period the losses are greater so the contents of the lake are diminished during

the delivery period by the amount released for irrig~tion, and for power and

for evaporation and other losses. The evaporation loss or deficiency is

recorded in column 8, being the difference between change in content and power

plus irrigation releases. In column 9, we again adjust the storage.

MR. TRACY: Taking the year 1926. In 1926 our storage period ended

April 30

MR. JIBSON: In referring it back to report #25 which refers in turn

back to report #10, it is clarified.

In column 9 we adjust our storable flows used for power at Cutler

again. We did that in column 6. Now we do that again in column 9. Mr. Thorum

brought out the point in past engineering committee meetings that they could
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not always oper~te the lake efficiently, so we allowed a 12,000 ac.-ft. cushion.

We find that this varied all the way from practically zero to more than 12,000.

In column 9, during the deliver,y period, if Bear Lake contents were above 787,500

nco ft. this release was left as it actually occurred. One of the premises of

this studY is that we tak8 this 25-year period, start with the lake contents

actually occurred, and bring it back to its actual content at the end of the

25-year period. Now in 1926 you will notice the adjusted content of the lake

in column 7 was 901,600 and the adjusted content in column 12 at the end of the

period was 668,500. That means that the lake during the deliver,y period actu

ally passed through this limit of 787,500 so we made a straight proportionate

ndjustment on power water in column 9.

In column 10 we have taken the storage releases used for irrigation

directly out of report No. 25, and also out of report No. 10. In column 11 we

show the decrease in these irrigation releases due to upstream storage. We did

So we hadadjusted for this upstream storage, to take care of this depletion.

f P"not have to decrease these releases until 1935. In 1935 the contents of the lakeIi! reached zero and power "",ter releases that year were not suf'f'icient, after being

I
to decrease the irrigation releases by 94,100. An average for 25 years gives

us the 3,700 referred to in the previous tables.-
In column 12 we have the adjusted content of the lake at the end of

the period. This would be as of Septanber 30 each year. We get that by taking

column 7, which is our adjusted content at the end of the storage period in the

spring, and subtract from that the sum of our evaporation and other losses in

colunm B, plus the power water, plus the irrigation water that was used during

the storage delivery period. That is our adjusted content.

It came dom to zero in 1235. There is where the principal difference..,.

comes in this study and in our report No. 25. We set our limit in report 25 so
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we did not have to adjust this water, and therefore our figure was higher. Now,

on an annual basis we have computed c:Jlumn 13, and 14. We have taken column 6

and column 9, added the two together and that is our adjusted storage or star-

able flow for power at Cutler for the entire year. We can get a better compari-

son now between the adjusted figure and the actual figure. The actual releases

~re in column 15. In column 14 we have taken the adjusted figure for irrigation

which was only adjusted in one year, and carried over that figure from column 10.

Thore again you can get a comparison in column 14 with column 16. The 25-year

summary or average in column 15 is 103,000. That is power water.

MR. IORNS: The important part here is a comparison of columns 13

thr')ugh 16. Columns 13 and 14 would have been the power water and the irrigation

water available with upst.I';:;aIn storage of 30,000 ac. ft. and the limitation on-
Bear Lake of 5914.5 feet elevation. You can see the thing we are interested in

first is the irrigation water. What would be the adjusted amJunt if these two

stipulD.tions were put into the contract and they had the full amount of 30,000

ac. ft. in storage upstream would be indicated in column 14. They are the same

in all years except 1935. In 1935 t"he lower irrigators used(120,oo:::2Jac. ft.

In other words in 1935 there would have been a shortage on the downstream

irrigators of~l~ac. ft. The effect on power is indicnted in columns 13

and 15. Column 15 shows the amount available and actually used for power;

column 13 shows what would have been available for power by this Bear Lake

storage limitatirm of 5914.5 ft. above sea level. You get down to 1930, and-
under this restriction they would not have been able to produce any power with

Bear L':l.ke water until 1948, while in their actual use of it they used some wa.ter---
for power in 1931 and a little bit in 1939 and 1943 and then it begins to increase

on up with quite a littlo in 1947. That would be the net effect on the downstream

users. It would not be an average annual but it would be a shortage of~
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acre ft. in 1935, a year when they would only receive 25,900 as that would have

been all that would have wden available in that year. That is with the stipula-

~'---~tions as in effect for the ~,OOO ac. £ttl upstream storage and the 5914.5 limita-

t ion on Bear Lake.

Mr. Iorns then explained Plate 9, which shows opera.tion of the lake

adjusted for upstream storage based on supplies at Woodruff Narrows during the .

period Oct. 1 to April 30 and an irrigation reserve in Bear Lake set at an

elevation of 5914.5 ft. based on 36,000 ac. ft. allowable upstream storage.

'l'his is based upon the water at Stewart Dam that would have been storable~ I-
~ve a ssurned that every b:i.t $;li. ;the ~ter .~'2..uld h.,:~..~~,~~~2f,ed lc.....aear • Iil.ke.

MR. TRACY: Co1ums 13, 14, 15 and 16 are what we are concerned with

in this study?

Yes, sir.

MR. roRNS: That would give 884J OOO ac. ft. of reserve capacity in

Bear Lake. And turning over to Plate 9, this plate is set up and determined in

a similar manner as Mr. Jjbson described, for ~6,Oqg ac. ft. with limitatiiJn of

787,52.~ ac. ft. for reserve capacity in Bear Lake. Now assuming that this

36,000 ac. ft. had been actually installed and had been used historically during

this period, we would have available for downstream users the quantities shown

in column 14 on this page of Plate No.9. Now if we compare that with column 16,

which is whl'.t the downstream irrigators actually developed, we find they are the

same except in the year 1935, ~nd in that year they developed 120,000 aCt tt.

but they would only have had ~.tSOO available and there would have been a short

age of !034 8Q.0 ac. ft. So to wipe out that deficiency it would require VGry

close to~c. ft. reserve space in Bear Lake.

MR. CARLISLE: What amount of water passed Bear Lake 1948 through 1952

that has not been stored? This survey goes to 1948.

6
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MR. IORNS: Thore has been a large amount of water but with this

limitl1tion you could have stored the water above Bear Lake. The period 1941

through 1948 is a period of surplus water.

MR. COOPER: Mr. Ch'li:nnan, these figures in all of these reports

are made in the 25-year period between 1923 and 19480 The exceptional case
-...... ........

would be in the case Mr. Carlisle asked about from 1948 to 1952. These are the

only figures that have been asked for up to now. Consequently the figures

submitted are the only figures that have been requested.

MR. JIBSON: I might say in addition, that the engineering committee

discussed this period quite thoroughly in two previous meetings and it was

decided that this was a representative period even though it had a drouth

period in it. It was the consensus of opinion in the engineering cornrnitt ee

that this period was the most representative. We could have extended it

further and got into more good water years in those before 1925, but this was'

a represen6ative period Clnd should be used in this study.

MR. IORNS: There would be no need for upstream storage if you had

years like 1948 to 1952.

MR. BISHOP: No matter how much wnter there is, the downstream users

get the water but we are limited.

MR. JOHNSON: Could we have the blackboard? I think there are some

sh')ts in the dark in this report that we don't know anything about. It does

not c')incide with previous reports. The actual consumption of water was about

1/6th and if y:JU apply 1/6 to 30,000 <'..c. ft. y')U won't come up with 28,000 ac.

ft. of loss. There are some ph)rsical things that have been disregarded and I·

shoul1 like to draw the thing from south to north in the river. In the Uintah-

Evanston strdtches we find some grade in the river and that continues to the

Narrows. We come down to Woodruff N3.rrows - Sublet section which will hardly
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run a spinner so that water can be measured; we have a very low grade ani so

we take Jur canals Ol~. Very low grade - due for a slow down just as soon as

the river doos. Then the next main canals come out about at the Reese ranch

and this is the R & W and it takes 15 miles to reach the foothills. Thon we

have the Randolph-S~e which goes right down to follow almost parallel the

river; and with the meander of the rivers there are about five dozen ranches -

that takes down to Copper Mountain and it has all the grade that there is in the

vnlley.

Then I would like to tell you why we can't go along with this compact.

':'his R & Wat its flood will take about ,550.!t. and I think it might cover
t)

8,000 acres of land, but supposing on a 10" grade and a,ooo acres of land to
)/,~c.j<"

wr~ter, that we take a flow of one to fifty acres, That will only half fill

that ditch. It will take 100 or ~25,ft. in a deadlevel country to irrigate

these lands, we would have to put steps here, and here, and here to get it up

to the land. These are not hillside canals. After we come to the period wher&

vegetation will grow, it grows rapidly as soon as the water warms up. There ie-

nowhere in the mountains that I know that the canals have to parallel the river

to get any grade at all. So suppose we had a reservoir at WJodruff Narrows,

we would he.ve to put it right on top of that flow or it won't 10 us any good,.

You put three or four stops above us and there won't be any ~.ter get there

at all. It will be so inadeq~~te that there will be no return flow. So if

we had 30,000 ft. y~u think we would dribble it out. We could. not do it that

way. It wouli not do us any good. So as the river would decline and these

folks in Uintah County needed that water, and they ought to have it, we could

use this and keep these canals right at their full flow as long as we could.

And when we could not we would let the country dry up ani take the hay off of

it. In our peak flow we have only been consuming 1.6 acre ft. per acre on that

land.
a
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This loss on a .30 ,000 ~tor.age is a plain~ in the dark. Unless

.... _..-
we aband~n that flat 35 miles of countr,y there we have to have water in large

,p

q~mntities while we have wator at all. If you limit us we just as well abandon
----------------_._-,~~

it because it can't be done. If you folks could see our picture you could see

why we could nJt pass ibly accept regulation. We can't get that water out on

t.he hills beca"-lse there is no grade to go on, We can't change it, there is no

.my to chcnge it, becauso ..:0 are on a flat. And our only answer is to retain

:,00 right that we now have, to take all the water we can while the water is

there, and we let it go on the It'lnd and let it flow over.

We have a system here, and for miles and miles we have a levee. On

tho west side nature did freak things and made a tip-off to the west and so a

natural slough throws the water to the foot hills, but over there where there

is 7,000 acres of good land there is no way in the world to water it but with

a lot of water. You can't jig it, you can't get it out of the canal. It is

almost a dead level. So the type of irrigation we have practiced is the only

irrigation we cnn practice. 1,1e are not mulish about this thing, and we cani-t

believe that any storage here will deplete the Bear Lake to the extent that -

you folks think it will because we have to put it on the top of the river or

it is no goo1 to us. An1 so I think that the nature of the thing just warrants

the position we have to take. We simply have to take it. Whatever period we '

can have that water it must be a lot of water, and we must have a lot of water

if it is only for 15 days or 30 days, but better still 90 days. f~d if it was

any good, it has to go down there in fifteen days to keep the canals full and

give us all some water. This tremendous loss in that stored water I cannot

agree with. We can't see it. There is not a heavy loss in that river on our

, land. You can bring it up to 2 ac, ft. of actual consumption and then it is

'" considerably below any consumption in the Bear River Basin.
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MR. MERRn.L: Do I understand your position is that you have a right

to take from the natural flow of the river all the flow you \\e.nt?

MR. JOHNSON: Yes, sir. We built it up over the years.

MR. IORNS: 1Alh.en I worked up that report I followed right along as

you have outlined. Here is the supply as it comes down to Woodruff Narrows.

The annual supply as it has been in the past. I questioned you people. How

: 11te, what date do you wnnt your full water supply up to? You told me about

,;uly 15th. If you had a full water supply up to July 15, that was all yau...

would ask for. So going back and taking the historical records, and the

:oocords we have, I took the :;r:;ars y,)U had a good water supply for July 15 ::md

that is about the way you diverted your water. On the basis of that I worked

up a flow diagram, or requirement you might say, on what you wanted your head-

gate to fit these conditions. I used these on that basis, and went up and

8uparimposeQ this diagram, on the historical records, and I detennined the

amount of W<'~t.er that you needed here at Woodruff Narrows to give you this full

supply which was the same amount that you used in the years when you had plenty

of water. I determined what is colled the storage requirements at Woodruff

Narrows to meet the demands for a full water supply to July 15th. Now the

question came and I suggested a provision for upstream storage to meet this

need, to be empt~ied by Jul~ 15th. You said you wanted to see if you had anY

left for fall p~s~~~~-
MR. JOHNSON: We don't try to irrigate that for fall pasturage.

MR. IORNS: Now the return flows that come from water that is

applied early is high. If certain conditions were set up for the delivery of

-l T'lrlicated in the past, we could come very close to what it would be.

'-- no:,.., ~",p.ek and Dry Creek

fi
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MR. JOHNSON:

I

over there, we can use this same requirement and use the same ratio. It was

only an attempt to arrive at what is needed.

I don't think this commission should presume to tell II

the water users wha.t tht~" would like. We have had too many figures and too

little conta.ct with the water users.

MR. rORNS: How much water do you need to fill up your reservoirs for

:~dditional storage to take care of all your needs and that is what is figured

in this study.

MR. BISHOP: Mr. Chairman, r would like to ask Mr. Iorns a question.

1 think several of us are not exactly clear. Do you contemplate in these

·litches of cutting Mr. Johnson down considerably from the amount that he is now

using, or taking care of the needs in the same manner as they have been?

MR. IORNS: There is nothing in this present draft of the compact

that puts any limitation on any of these canals except when the water cuts dowp

to the point that a canal in the Upper Section in Wyoming is going to take

away from the Central Utah section. There lis nothing in the compact that sets

excess diversion. except when it gets to 400 sec. ft. at border. When it gets

below 400 sec. ft. you don't have much water above.

MR. JOHNSON: You raise that to 700 sec. ft. in the storage month.

MR. IORNS: The flow in your section goes do'Wl'l faster than at Border.

Border is maintained by Smith's Fork. So that would not put a limitation on

any practice you have had in the past.

MR. BISHOP: Is it true under the laws of your state, Mr. Tracy, they

can d.ivert any amount they "':'1.nt?

MR. TRACY: Under our adjudication we allow them to divert what they

have been diverting in the past. In our adjudication in Summit County we

allowed them a maximum of 3 aCt ft. per acre.
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MR. IORNS: So if you applied that 2.7 you would get it either from

annual now or from supplemmtal storage, and you would have your 2.7 in every

year with about 2),000 ac. ft. at Woodruff Narrows.

MR. JOHNSON: I think we would like to talk to the Wyoming users.

This figure seems quite unacceptable to us and we would like to see how they

feel about it.

CHAIRMAN LJ~RSON: Woul-:) this commission like to adjourn mtil one

)1 clock?

MR. TRACY: Have you finished full discussion on these tables?

MR. JIBSON: We have not discussed the other proposal you made

J~ the 30,000 and 36,000.

MR. TRACY": Why don't we discuss this other then first?

MR. IORNS: That would be the last sheet, page 16.

MR. JIBSON: The other proposal that we had to study here is in part,

5. Mr. Tracy suggested that we study the availability of water and effect of

a proposal to store 36,000 aCt ft. above Bear Lake when the flow of the river

at Border exceeds 700 sec. ft •. It was brought out in the last meeting by

Mr. Thomas that we had the availability of that water at Woodruff Narrows

pretty well stUdied in report #25. Time was limited us on this report and as

a result I didn't go into it in as much detail as in part 2. Report #25 gives

the flows available at Woodruff Narrows under the conditions as suggested and

Table 12 sUIl1lnarizes this estimate.

In the first part of Table 12, we have taken the flow at Woodruff·

Narrows in column 2 from Oct. 1 to Apr. 30. It is the same figure we have been

using. The flow in column 3 is the flow at Woodruff Narrows when the "'river at

Border is above 700 sec. ft. We took the amount in excess of 700 and listed

it in column 3. You Will notice that there aIre about four or five years that
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we have no flow at this time. In other words, after April 30, Bear River at

Border didn't get above 700 sec. ft. in these years. Column 5 shows the

deficiency prior to April 30th based on 30,000 ac. ft. allowable storage up

to l'..pril 30. We find there are four years, same as this other set, that we

would have a deficiency in filling the full 30,000 ac. ft. The same as in the

previous study. In column 6 we give deficiency afte; April 30th. There 'WOuld

be fjfteen years of ful~ 2~!l and 1<en 1.ea1;s that we would have some deficiency.

The deficiency ranges all the way from 2300 up to the full 6,000 0 Now if you

take the available storage and limit it to ;36,000 we would find in column 7 it

would average ~O.. for the 23 year Ee!:iQ.~. In column 8 we have used the

same ratio again in estimating this depletion. This study could have been

carried out probably a little further but inasmuch as it was pretty well

covered in report 25, and since time was limited, I thought this might suffice.

MR. JOHNSON: How do you arrive at column 8?

MR. JIBSON: Mr. Johnson, in Jur previous stUC!Y we figured that the

water that was used would be reused two or three times before it got to Bear

Lake. That is why this is higher. We figured that if that water were applied

and used two or three times again the net effect on Bear Lake or below Bear

Lake would be about the same as we have sho\t,!l it here. Mr. Thomas sat in on

these discussions and I thought at the time that he had more experience on

storage than we did and got his suggestions on it. He probably originated the

estimate that was used by the engineering committee.

CHAIRMAN LA1'1S0N: Mr. Thomas do you want to say anything more?

MR. THOMAS: There were about 27 diversions below the area that

would use water from WoodrUff Narrows and we felt that the depletion would be

high because of that fact. The water, after it got back into the river from

Woodruff Narrows wou11 come down at these different diversions and be ,icked up

again. The engineering committee thought that was a sound idea. That is about

all I can say 0
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MR. TRACY: TL·; average 31,000 and 33,200 on page 16 would be an

average of 2,200 returned to Bear Lake?

MR. 'IHOMAS: Yes, accord:irls to that schedule.

MR. JIBSON: That completes my report.

MR. TRi.CY: You have another part on the Francis Lee Canal.

MR. JIBSON: But the question was on this part 2 and part 5. We

can take that up if you wish.

MR. COOPER: Let us go ahead and carry on with it.

MR. CARLISLE: This return flow shoW'l is 5 per cent.

MR. IOHNS: We can trim that figure down a lot. These figures I~.re ,

not directly on Bear Lake storage but on the supplies arriving at stewart Dam •.

MR. CARLISLE: For the upper river storage the figure ,is 30,000 ac._

ft. It would be necessar,y for the upstream storag~ district to guarantee all

of this other water to the users of Bear Lake and below including the power

use. Including a defic_~cncy of 31,300 in the year 1934 for evaporation and

losses for which Bear River was not chargeable. To gain a possible 30,000 ac.

ft. of storage we must guarantee everything below.

MR. JIBSON: That was a computation figure.

MR. CARLISLE: I understand it.

MR. JOHNSON: Is the storage that is now established over and above

this figure?

MR. JIBSON: Yes. This additional storage over and above what we

have now.

MR. SKEEN: Those figures of 30,000 or 36,000 would be storage with

priority ahead of Bear Lake.

MR. JIBSON: There was one other point in connection with storage.

A study of storage exchange between users on Bear River and Francis-Lee Canal o
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I believe it was suggested by Mr. Tracy. We have it briefly sUIllIIl£l.rized on

page 13. It was suggested that storage studies in this report include possi

bilities of exchange-storage by the Upper users in a reservoir at Woodruff

Narrows in connection with the Bear River and Francis-Lee canals.

We took the patterns of actual diversLms \\hen they had sufficient

water and the requirement pattern up to July 15, and except for these four years

the time would not exceed 25 days when they would need this storage W"'.ter.

MR. JOHNSON: Should we have it limited to these two canals,

}1r. Jibson?

MR. JIBSON: These were the two that would serve first from Woodruff

Narrows and would hD.ve exchange storage available. These two canals are

included in the upper Wyominr; section. They (Upper Wyoming) are responsible,

as set up in the present draft of the compact, for the Franci s-Lee and the

Bear River canals but not for anything else. The allocation would come from

the WYoming adjudication.

MR. IOnNS: There are two canals, the Bear i:liver and the Fran~is

Lee. Wyoming has to furnish the wnter for these. Consequently they will have

to deliver down at this point here not less than 32 c.f.s. to fill this right.

But any water that they deliver past this point that goes to make up this

allocation, they would not be entitled to, and that is a hard thing to figure

there. In fact in our determination so far, if there is any water available

I have not been able to find it. Now if we construct a reservoir which we

will call Woodruff-Narrows at this point, WYoming will have to'divert water

here and release water out of the reservoir to these canals in the amount of

32 c.f. s. The amount of about 1600 ac. ft. would take care of the maximum

amount that could be exchanged on such a basis according to the historical

records. So that in this reach of the river, say that you have 500 sec. ft.,
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o each one of the states is entitled to, upper WYoming about 50 percent, in

othor words 250 sec. ft. There couLi be diverted in this section here about

40 percent. In other l'Y"1s about 200 sec. ft. There has to be another

quantity for WYoming and the Beckwith-Quinn lands, or 50 sec. ft. has to be

available for these people.

MH. JIBSON: That is the extent of the studY and I think Mr. Iorns

has explained pretty well tho promises behind it.

MR. BISHOP: There is a situation where two canals are getting their

\"1!"ters in spite of anything that Wyoming might do. There never has been a

regulation on whet they might do.

MR. IOl1NS: Oh, yes, it occurs very often.

CHAIRMAN LARSON: How long do you want to recess now?

MR. BISHOP moved that tho commission recess until 1:30 p.m. which

was secon1ed by Mr. Cooper and carried.

Recessed to 1:30

Reconvened at 1:45

CHAIRMAN L1RSON: It has been suggested that we let Mr. Jibson finish

on part 1.

MIt. JIB~)N: Let us come back to the first ~)art of the rOi"Jort found

on p:lge one. We will discuss part I which W11S to make a comparative study of .

compact deliveries in the Central division with the following alternative pro-

posals for division of divertible flow: (a) 43% to "t'"oming and 57% to Iiaho";

(b) 35% to ~Joming and 65% to Idaho; and (c) relative priority of rights as

determined ani listed in Report #16. Tabular and graphical analysis of

suggested compact 1eliveries are shown in tGbles 1 to 7 and Plates 1 to 7,

~ respectively. This analysis is based on the water years 1944, 1946 and 1948,
,I

as being representative of the period in which diversion records are available
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1944-48. If time had permitted, 1945 and 1947 water years would have been

incl\rled. Welij have a lot ,)f this data listed for 1944, 1946 and 1948. These

yon.rs c.re representative of this periact •

MLi. MERRILL: What is meant by revised upper Idaho accumulati)n rights?

Mil.. JIBSON: This t"1.ble was taken 'lirect1y out of report #16 in which

~ll ,)f the rat0s were set In a Jne to fifty bElSis, so that they woul.j be on the

s'llne basis.

MR. lOaNS: In the rBp0rt of analysis of water rights in the Bec.r

Jiver Basin, I gave the dates of priority and acreages as indicated in some:;)f

the affidavits that ~re on file in the courthouse at Paris. Tha rights shown in

the decree were established by stipulatipn and do not represent What actually

,")ccurred historically. But by takin8 these affidavits lIhich are the wnter users'

claims at the time the. t they started to use the wnter, taking the irrigated

acrea~es as outlined in the decree under the various canals and assigning these

variJus dates of priority to these various acreages I worked out in that earlier

report a determination of what the rights might have been if they had used the

~ffidavits. I won't say all the affidavits were correct, but they are the

evidence as indicated by the affidavits. Applying these affidavits with their

dates of priority to the lands as described in the :1ecree above Stewart Dam, I

worked u;:, a priority of rights schedule which is given in one of the earlier

reports. ilnd then applyinS to this acreage described, a cubic foot per second

for ea.ch 50 acres, I worked up that table and I used the rights as actually

recorded in the lowe~ WYoming section, and adding to what I had in the previous

adoption other rights on tributaries, etc. to where they fitted in their proper

or1er, I worked up the rights in the lower Wyoming section that you see here.

And by adding these accumulative rights across we work up what it w:>ul:j have

been if these had been the conditions. In the first :lepletion tabulation for
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the lower division - in Report #16 I have a graph that I want to SD;f is an

illustration. The solid line shows this same adjusted water rights based on

the affidavits that I have the relation of these two. The dotted line shows

the relation of the two line s as they are actually recorded in the decree. The

only difference it makes is that it deducts a little bit from Idaho, you mieht

say 300 sec. ft. of divertible flow. There is no difference in the relation.~~

It does not on the major part indicate that the Idaho rights are too far out of

line. Below 300 sec. ft. it would not make any difference. And above 600 it

would not make DnY difference. A lot of the affidavits classed as 1877 water

which is not all 1877 water. A lot of it came in between 1877 and 1895.

MR. JIBSON: Upper Idaho rights included those from Bear l1iver above

Stewart Dam. So if we take any particular date, the total divertible flow in

the entire division for that date can be fit right back into the table. On a

straight priority, Wyoming would be entitled to do much and Idaho so much.

MR. TRACY: I do not understand Table I.

MR. JIBSON: The cumulative rights are the cumulative rights for

each date. At 1B77 the cumulative amount of water to the nearest second foot

would be 2 sec. ft. of water. Following on down, by adding in each one of

these individual rights as it occurs, we get the cumulative right for Wyoming.

If you move over to Idaho, you get a cumulative right in Idaho. Thus, if you

add the cumulative right in each section you get the cumula.tive right in the

Central Division. These are the figures that you would line up with your divert

ible flow in detennining how much each section would be entitled to. So if you

had a divertib1e flow of BIO, Idaho would be entitled to 453, and Lower Wyoming

to 357 on a priority basis.

On page 5 is the beginning of this tabulation. We have tabulated by

sections for each of the two years. The date that the total divertible flow
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in both sections, irops below 810 is the date that ~'1e w::>Ul::l. start regulation and

it is that period each year, from that date to September 30th that we are

interested in studying these diversions. In 1944, the total divertible flow was

811 on July lBthe We have listed the total divertible flow for both sections.

In the next column I have listed Wyoming diversions us they actually

were on July 18 366 sec. ft. diverted in Wyoming. The next column is 43 I-X3r

cent of the divertible flow. The next is 35 percent of it and the final column

is the priority of rights schedule. Right at 811 we would be at a priority of

rights schedule \'bere Wyoming would get 357. In 1944 the total divertible flow

averages 452 sec. ft. In connection with the tables, if we turn over to plate

2 you get a better picture. Plate 2 for Lower Wyoming users is the 1944 picture.

We hewe the date that the divertible flow falls below 810 and that is the date

we start plotting the diversions. The solid line is the diversions as they took

place; the dashed line just below it is 43 percent of the total divertible floW.

In other words the amount Wyoming would get under the present draft. The dotted

line is 35 percent which Wyoming would get under the proposal at our last meet\""

ing; and the dot-dash line is on a priority of rights. You notice the pattern

in 1944. In 1946, Plate 3, we get just a little bit different picture in that

the actual diversions in Wyoming for August and September fell below what they

would get under a 43 percent diversion. In 1948 we see the picture again that

we had in 1944. In it the actual diversions are the highest, and then the 43

percent, the 35 percent and the priority of rights. I have the averages here.

They do not amount to much but I have listed them here. On Plate 5, we see

the same situation for Upper Idaho. In this case you notice reversal of the

various elements plotted. For 1944 our dash-dot based on priority of rights

would give them the highest amount for practically the entire season. Next to

that would. be the dotted line which is 65 percent of the divertible flow. Then
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the dashed line down below is 57 percent of the divertible flow which conforms

with Wyoming where they get 43 percent, and the solid line is th e divertiblo

flow. The amount ?'lsses Stewc;,rt Dam in addition to the diversions. The I<iCJho

Divertible is what they diverted plus the amount passing Ste'Wart Dam during all

three years. The amount passing stewart, most of it was in the Rainbow Canal,

we listed in with Idaho Divertible. The two of them 'WOuld indicate the divert

ible flow for any particular date. In 1946 Idaho r s pattern changed the same as

Wyoming's 'iid. The Idaho Divertible exceeded 57 percent of the total divertible

flow during part of the regular period. Then in 1948 we come back to the same

1944 pattern again in which by priority of rights they would receive the great...

est amount of water.

higher.

MR. TRACY:

MR. IORNS:

MR. TRACX:

MR. JIBSON:

Why in Plate 6 is the flow so erratic?

Two sharp summer storms. The divertible flow would be

One July 25th and one August 25th, apparently.

It is pretty well shown in the graphs what actually

happened and what would happon un~er rogulation.

MR. MEilllILL: On the acreage basis, Idaho would receive from graph

on Plate 7, 269 sec. ft.

MR. JIBSON: That would be a daily average thrOUGh this regulation

period.

MH. MERlULL: On 65 percent basis; 3071

But on priority you would get 349. So the 65 is just about half way

between, roughly, isn't it?

MR. JIBSON: Yes, if we go back to Plate 1 we get an overall picture

of these three methods. This is a similar graph to the one Mr. Iorns was just

showing you except that we have three suggested methods here. The solid line
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would be the priority of rights division between the two. I plotted the cumu
against the cumulated rights in both states

lated rights in each state/. You can see about how the comparison of 65% - 35%

and 57% - 43% would be with the straight priority division when the iivertible

flow was at any particular point. As you get farther up the line there is a

crossing over of the rights with these two suggested divisions.

Mil.• MErul.ILL: Take Plate #2, 35% equals l5S. What is that based on?

MR. JIBSON: 35% of the divertible fL:>w each day.

MH. MElllULL: What would be that flow?

MR. JIBSON: The total diversions in Lower Wyoming.

M.t1. TRACY: CM yJU work this on an average?

MH. JIBSON: The average ioes not mean much. The only reason I put

it in is if you want to carry it further.

MR. COOPER: Mr. Jibson, did you sny that the average that year was

447 and 35% of that would be l58?

MR. JIBSON: I have it 452 in Table 2, and in TL\ble 5 I started with

July 19, which is where I should have started in Table 2. The average is 447

there. They shoulj have been the same. We had three fellows making them up

and one of them moved a day ahead.

MIl. JIBSON : That is about all I have on that part, tmle s s you have

further questions.

MR. CHI.IRMAN: Any questions? If there are no further questions then

we are back down to the St.:l.tes. You met --luring the noon hour. I can only

canvas to find out. Id.aho?

MR. COOPER: We foel that this study that is made by the engineers

rather substantiates the position that was taken by Idaho at our last meeting

and with the proposed stipulations, and we feel that this recommendation that

we made, we can Jnly stay by that after consulting our users. We could. only
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stay by that provided the upper users are willing to agree to it. If they feel

thc:t they cannot accept this proposition, we would have to revert back to our

former stand of the 23,000 ac. ft. additional storage. We do not feel that in

view of the facts that are revealed in this studY that has been recently made,

this Report No. 26, that we can concede any more upstream storage than 29,500

ac. ft.

MR. BISHOP: I want to add that Wyoming donlt feel that they should

go as low as 36,000 but we would be willing to submit that to our people and

see what they will do about it.

MR. CARLISLE: I question if the water users would entertain a figure

that low.

CHAIRMAN: Any further comments?

MR. TRACY: lJ~;:.h will take the position after consulting with some

of its representatives, of staying with our former proposition of 36,000

additional storage in the Upper B:J.sin. As I view it that amount of water will

not materially hurt any irrigators below or the use of water for power. In

fact it is questionable whether we can measure it any closer than that when it

comes down to actual measurement, and I think it is equitable to both sides.

As you know utah is concerned with a divided situation in the upper and the

lower basin, the upper basin having similar interests to those of Wyoming, and

as I said before, I think it is better to settle on a compact and avoid liti

gation and settlo up our rights. ~s an average proposition,'what does 6,500

ac. ft. of water measure up to?

MR. BISHOP: What woull you fellows think of having six months or a

year on this thing? You can't get a compact to the legislature now unless

you change.
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MR. TR.\CY: It may be questionable whether we could be able to write

a compact in sufficient detail between this date and January 1st to submit to

our legislatures, so far as that is concerned.

MR. mOPER: We have agreed on everything except filling in the

figures, Mr. Tracy.

MR. TR..WY: Substantially.

MR. BISHOP: There arc SOIre more items that 'WOuld have to be chcrl[;ed.

One should be able to store it when one wants to store it.

MR. COOPER: If we make it until the latest date of April 30, the

?riority and uses for natural flow dates to l..pril 20, there is ten days that

the ril",hts of the irrigators who have the rights to the natural flow could

easily be invaded if we set the date up to the 30th. Our first date calls

for April 20th.

MR. BISHOP: We have the right to divert any time water is avnilable..

We woul'l not want to restrict that right at all o

CHAI~1iN LARSON: If the states can possibq get together I think it

is a big advantage. Things get complicated as we go along and the Bureau has

just completed a status report on the Bear River investigntions which shows

there is potential development down stream for new lands. That could be done
•

at some future time, and I don1t think anyone knows what the new developments

will look like. The only thing we do know is twenty years ago we had more

acres under cultivation in the United States than we now have and it is going

down all the t:¥ne. During the past twenty years about 30 million acres have

been devoted to food for human beings that was theretofore used for food for

horses and mules. So that for our growing population raising food is going

to be more important as the years go on both in this nation and abroad.

So this compact should be completed. It will open the door for future
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o development to the benefit of all three states. That is whe-t we sh::>uld keep in

mind and I think it is of importance to all three states if you could roach a

compact. Certainly you are very close together. I don't know how you want to

proceed when you are that close, but there should be some way of reaching a

compact that you can submit to your state legislatures.

MR. TRACY: Mr. Larson, in your studies of the Bear River Basin, as

a practical matter, could the Bureau of Reclamation go ahead on the present

setup and really submit any original development there without a compact?

CWaRMll.N LARSON: No, I don't think they can. They cannot go forward

without a determination of the rif,hts of the several states to the use of the

interstate wnter and without the right to divert water in one state for use in

another state. So I think our studies show all the way through that a complct

is necessary.

MR. BISHOP: If you could transmit some power from the Colorado over

to the Bear River, then you \\lOuli not have to waste any water downstream at all.

It could all be used for irrigation.

CHl\.ffiMAN LMiSON: The government has other interests, the bird refuge-

that must be supplied - and this power exchange.

MR. TRACY: Could not some of the power be transferred from the

Colorado River storage project to supploment the power on the Bear River? In

that way decrease the use of power water anrl allow it for irrigation.

CHhI~~ LARSON: The plan is more or less based on that - replacing

the power to get the water. That woul1 call for somethinG that would have to

come from Congress. We could not speak as to that. The main thing in this

compact now is the upstream storage prior to Bear Lake storage. The additional

/~ new development is something different again, which I assume 'WOuld be possible
j

under the present compact ani everyone would feel that it would not close the
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'.._. ' door. Has any of the three commissioners suggestions as how to proceed in this

1eadlock?

MR. BISHOP: I W'Qul1 like to talk this over with my F',roup but I would

like to study how much water there is that is wasted and used for power and not

reused for irrigation and see what the possibility would be of moving it

upstream. The engineering commission has eiven what we have asked for in

ever,y case, and I am not criticizing them in any ~.

MR. IORNS: What could be moved up there - there is quite a little

possibility, and the compact provides for that. But the upstream water users

would have to pay for that on a replacement basis. nut you would have to pay

for it. That is already provided for in the compact.

CHAIRMi.N Ii.n.ooN: They can only repay up to repayment ability under

any scheme. It is only worth so much to them and must be within their own

means to do it. If they need government help then it is up to them as to how

they Get subsidized.

MR. COOPER: Do you feel that is provided for in llrticle $ of the

compact?

MR. SKEFlJ: Yes.

Ma. COOPER: If you would care to adjourn this meeting for six months

to give them an opportunity to reconsider and talk with their people, that is

agreeable with us.

MR.. BISHOP: We will forget all about it in six months - new faces

and everythmg.

MH. COOPER: If you want to make it sooner, it is agreeable with us.

If you think thirty days is agreeable, O.K.

JUDGE HOWELLS: I participated in the negotiation of the Upper

Colorado River Compact with Mr. Dishop, Mr. Skeen, Mr. Larson, and I couldn!t
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help being reminded of it as I sat here today. It strikes me that you are in

a very similar situntion to the one we were in when we met at Vernal just before

arriving at the Upper Basin Compact. If you don't mind my injecting a ;~ersonal

note into it. It was on July 9 we were in the same situation as here. It

happened to be our wedding anniversary and they decided to have a party for me

that night. All of a sudden the Chairman of the Commission, who was more or

less disinterested, of course, stated that inasmuch as we were deadlocked he

was going to take lithe bit in his teeth ll and issue an ultimatum. And I am

rather inclined to think that if it had not been for that we never would have

arrived at a compact on the Upper Colorado so what I am suggesting is that the

chairman take this into consideration for a brief time and come forth with a

polite ultimatum as to these two matters. While it rmy not be worth anything,

I submit it to you,!

CHAIRMi.N L,\RSON: How do you wa.nt to proceed? Idaho.

MR. mOPER: I think Judge Howell's suggestion is gocxi if you want to

assume that responsibility of suggesting to us what we do.

Mn. 11.RSON: I can assure you I wouli not issue any ultimatum.

MR. COOPER: If this matter of upstream storage is going to be up

for restudy or reconsideration, Idaho will withdraw her recommendation of

the 29,500 as a compromise figure and go back to 23,000.

MR. IORNS: Sometime back I suggested a figure of 33,000.

MR. cnoPEn.: We would rather let Wyoming and utah decide on procedure.

MIl. IOIlliS: Could I make a suggestion, Mr. Chariman? I will just

toss this out for something to consider. That Wyoming and I::laho look at the

possibility of a division between lower Wyoming and Upper Idaho on 60-40

instead of 35-65, with a figure of 36,000 storage upstream to be allowed with

a change on the Dear Lake limitation to what is necessar,y under existing
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c~mditions and with a graduated scale on up to an amount necessary to take care

of the additional depletions as the increase in upstream storage occur. I think

we should look at it in this way. We have a :iemand for upstream storage that

may not be built for five years, ten years, twenty-five years. In

fact a portion of it may never be installed. So any limitation on Dear Lake •

should not be on the maximum but should be on the basis of mat is now built

plus the additional depletions that would occur as the installntions were put

in. According to Mr. Thoms' study I think mat it is at the present time is

somewhere around. about 750,000 acre feet. You can work it in two ways. You

could stipulate in the compact that the Dear lake irrigation reserve would be

increased as the amount of the upstream storage is increased or you could leave

it open to the commission to determine what those additional depletions are as

they occur and how much the irrigation reserve should be increased.

Mll. COOPER: I concur in that statement. However, there is that

element in it - if we ll.crease the stipulated amount, or the protective amount

in Dear Lake above mat it should be - it is going to reduce the efficiency of

Dear Lake as a storage reservoir. If we put it too far below then it is not

going to protect the lower users.

MH.• IOl~5: At the present time, according to a statement made here,

and I think the power company agrees, at least 750,000 ac. ft. of Dear Lake

shoul1 be reserved for irrigation. That is what is indicated by Mr. Thomas'

study. If it is not the figure, let us kick it around and see ..mat its effect

is on existing upstream uses.

MR. COOPER: The reason I brought this out at our bat meeting, we

agreed that this Article 5 should read, lithe water of Dear Lake below elevation

5914.5 shall constitute a reserve for irrigation. II I was wondering why the

change. This was an accepted figure at the time.
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MR. IORNS: That figure took in increased future depletions. So the present

amount would be what Mr. Thorum thought would be sufficient for zero additional

upstream storage.

MR. TRORUM: About 59l2e 75 elevation.

MR. JIDSON: That is about 671,000.

MR. COOPEn: We think the elevation should not go beyond 5914.5.

MR. SMOOT: That would directly benefit the power company.

MR. WEIDMANN: I am like Mr. Smoot. I would like to go to the sugar

company and see what they think. They are the ones dealing with the power

company.

MR. SMOOT: We are, as the lower basin Dear River valley folks, less

concerned about that than the fellows on the Last Chance and the Cache Valley

folks because they will be shut off first. I mean at least they would be more

concemed with that level than we are. This includes a reserve also for the

Last Chance people doesn't it?

MR. IORNS: Yes.

MR. WEIDMANN: I guess all I have done is sit tight and leave it up

to the power company and the sugar company. I know what my feelings would be

but I have to ~)e mighty careful about sticking my neck out. I would like to

know what the power company thinks about these two levels.

MR. KANE: They would be as concerned as anybody. The West Cache

and the Dear River pumps are dependent on What the river has in it for their

water supply so they would not be ae;reeable to setting these limits. West

Canal has 11 fairly early priority. Part of their water is used in Idaho and

part in Utah. So we are just as concerned as any of the se other irrigators.

If we have a year of light rainfall - it might be this year - you will find the

central part of Cache Valley without water. The people we represent are ver,y
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anxious about these things. We hope that the lake will be held to such a point

that there will be water there to fall back on. So Cache Valley is very

interested in Dear River.

MR. IORNS: If the reserve in Dear had been 671,000 it might have

been a little short. Accordin,g to studies Mr. Thomas has made, he has found

it requires approximately 750,000 to have met your needs in those dry years.

MR. COOPER: What would 750,000 amOUI'1t to on the elevation? What

would the elevn.tion be if there was that reserve in the lake'?

MR. JIDSON: Just under 14, about 136950

MR. WEIDMANN: With the provision that there is an increase - a

stora8e increase, it looks to me that the flood storage would be a protection

to us. Would we have the same ratio of protection at 5912 without any upstream

storage?

MIt. IOTINS: I think you are sufficiently protected at 5,912.75 with

no upstream storage.

MR. CHRISTENSEN: I do not speak for the sugar company any more.

My interest in this problem is personal. However, we have pretty definitely

the statement of the attorney of the company 'tilo is still the attorney of the

company, Mr. Doyle - that th~ are willing to make no concessions. They have

no right to make concessions because the irrieators so far are standing

adamant on their contracts. We cannot expect thnt the water users might

make some release which would hurt them if water shortc.ges should occur. So

I cannot say anything eXCei)t to call attention to the position taken by Mr.

Doyle, and in speaking with Mr. Doyle, who was here today, I take it that their

position will remain about the same.

MR. IRVINE: As long as we have control of the river we will provide

the water for the lower users in accordance with contract. t-Jhatever limits are
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put on uses by the irrigators wonrt make any difference to us. If they put

any limitations which invalidate the contract, that is their business. Dut we

will never fail in our agreement with the Sugar Company. We will take care of

these companies so long as it is in our power to do so. We don't aGree with

that figure at all, but I am just expressing a personal opinion.

MR. WEIDMANN: I th';"nk it is unfortunate that one of the main parties

in this deal is not present. I think the Sugar CompanY should be contacted

and should pass on that. I am just going to ask Mr. Christensen if he doesn't

think that it is proper that the Sugar Company should answer that question

instead of us?

MR.. CHRISTENSEN~ I can speak now as being totally disconnected and

I think it is a mistake that the Sugar Company is not represented here. The

press of other business has taken Mr. Doyle away.

!m. IOm~S: Well, to remove what might be a possible objection, the

Power Company has indicated that it does not like the 5912.. 75 elevation.

Mr. 00y1e has indicated to me that he does not like anY limitation placed on

Llear Lake storage. The downstream water users that are depending on the lake

feel that they should have some assurance that the compact will not invalidate

their contracts. I wonder if it would not be possible for the Power Company

and the Sugar Company to prepare an appendum or supplement to their contracts.

Could that be worked out, Mr. Irvine?

MR. IRVINE: I don't think so. I think if that limitation is to be

in, it should be in the contract and not in the. compact.

MR. IORNS: That is what I am suggesting, that this limitation be

attained not in the compact but by a supplement to the existing contract.

That would give the lower users the protection that they are demanding in the

compact.
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MR. WEIDMANN: I am inclined to rather favor that. We do not like

too much of this control from Washington, and I am not too anxious to get under

the control of a river commission. I wouli rather have a little bit more home

rule. Just on the spur of answering that, I would rather invite that - that

the sugar company and the power company could agree on a limit amount that they

could draw water on as a matter of protecting us for two or three years of

drought - the less people that mixes up under that the better. I would not be

averse to reconunending that. However, I proposed this thing several different

times and I hope to keep repeating these things, but I would like to see some

thing in writing, and not depend on some of us old guys Who may leave either

by promotion or otherwise. I think Mr. Irvine has the key to the thing. That

would suit me.

Ma. SMYLIE: With Mr. Cooper's permission, I \'K)uld like to make a

motion that the compact conunission instruct the commissioner from utah to

exercise his good offices to get the power company and the sugar company

together to prepare, if possible, an agreement such as has been discussed at

this meeting, and to insert a protection for the lower Utah water users in the

contract in order to avoid the necessity of placing it in the company.

Seconded by Mr. Miller of vlyoming.

CHAIP.MAN: You have heard the motion, seconded by Mr. Miller of

Wyoming, do you want to discuss it?

MR. TRACY: I certainly do. I don't think that means a thing.

Mr. Weidmann, an elevation of 5914.5 with a storage of 750,000 ac. ft .. is a

~retty good figure for your protection in the lower basin.

MR. WEIDMANN: I agree with that.

MR. TRACY: We have been trying to -- Do I understand you prefer

the contract with the po-wer company in preference to being in the compact?
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MR. IRVINE: Mr. Weidmann cannot speak in that behalf. If anything

in this compact would invalidate our contra.ct with the Suga.r Com: 'any, the

water users would not go along with it. While speaking on that, we might not

aGree sometimes with Mr. Johnson but there is a lot of ironing out in this

state before it will ever Bet through our legislature. If he talks to

Mr. Hopkins, these two men could kill it dead as a doornail in our legislature.

I know if one farmer gets up and makes an objection, it does not get anywhere.

I think we have a lot to do in the state even if the Power Company and the

state would go up to 36,000.

MR. TRAcY: Mr. Smoot, let me clear my thinking. You are not

representing anyone but yourself and speak your OWl personal views. You would

prefer not to fix the elevation of Jear Lake? This has been presented today

on a different slant. I have never heard from the Power Company if that

elevation was set, or any elevation, it would invalidate your contract with

the Power Company. That is new as far as I am informed - ma.ybe by a clause

in their contract an elevation could be set between the Power Company and the

water users which woul1 not invalidate the contract. Maybe that is the way it

should be done.

MH.• MILLER: If tl-Jis is going to be a stumbling block, as far as

Wyoming is concrened, I don't think we have any interest in maintaining that

lake at any particular level as long as we are given the right to store the

water. If it is going to be an issue, I think we should a.void it.

MR. WEIDMANN: As stated on the floor this morning, it may be it

looks like you are guaranteeing us some water. Maybe it should not be in

there.

MR. CHRISTENSEN: Might I say for the benefit of Mr. Doyle or anyone

else, they are only reflecting the attitude of those people on the lower
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o river - that is not their personal opinion. That is a reflection of the water

users in that area,

JUDGE HOWELL: May I make a suggestion - I don't know that this

commission has any power to instruct the Commissioner what he should do.

CHl•.IRMlI.N: We will have it amended to read, "request" instead of

"instruct .. "

Ml1. SMYLIE: With the elevation limitation so designed solely for the

protection of the lower water users, Mr. Weidmann said he would rather have

that in the contract with the lower water users than in the compact it self..

It seems to me that the matter is substantially a Utah problem and not a tri-

state problem and therefore inappropriate for disucssion in a compact commission.

MR. MERRILL: How could the se people contract for maintenance of

certain elevation when this commission is compacting and so much water may be

held in storage that they could not ma.intain the lake? They would be contract-

ing with expectation. The manner of ma.intaining the elevation in that lake

depends verY largely on upstream storage,

MR. IORNS: The power company would work out in that contract that

if there is upstream storage, that the reserve that would be agreed to would

be increased to take care of that depletion due to upstream storage.

MR. SMOOT: If we should make a contract with the Power Company as

a supplement to the compact, it would not help those u;Jper fellows at all.

So I can't see why it is not still a problem of Idaho and utah.

CHAIRMAN LAUSON: Why should it not be in the compact and the

contract?

MR. COOPER.: I had that in min:l men I raised the question. When

, the recommendation was made Ly us in these stipulations, we proposed the
."J

removal of that provision in there. That was Idah'J J s thinking upon the advice
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c of our engineering and legal advisors. And after talking it over with users

in 30x Elder County, this figure was agreed upon. And that was proposed at

this table, and agreed upon, that that should pass as it was written in

Article 5. So we had in mind the Idaho users including, of course, the Power

Company. They are Ilaho users along with the Last Chance and the West Cache,

and the Cache Valley usors. We had all these in mind.

CH1~IIM'\N L;";RSON: You have heard Mr. 3'nylie's motion. Unless someone

WClnts to amend -

MR. TFUI.CY: I am willing, but what is it going to amount to?

MIL CHRISTENSEN: Thinking along the line of Mr. Tracy's statement,

I cannot see that if another contract has priority by reason of earlier dating,

We could get our water 0'_,"'" of Dear Lake with a level much lower than that. I

don't know as it would get us anywhere to put a provision in the contract. It

would be disputed by other interested users. They would do everything in their

power to protect the contractual rights of the lower Dear River users and I

think we would expe ct them to do that.

MR. IOaNS: I just wonder if it should not be advisable also to

include in that a recommendation that the Utah Commissioner use his good

offices in a similar way to add any stipulations or protections that are

necessar,y in regar1 to existing contracts for the same objects so far as

Idaho lands are concerned.

MR. SMYLIE: We have no objection to that. I assume you meant to

say the Idaho Commissioner.

MR. IOHNS: I meant the Idaho Conunissioner.

MR. SMILIE: I have no objection.

CHAIRMl;N LI,RSO:T., Well, we have the motion. It has been seconded

and discussed.
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MR. MILLER: 1 have been attending these meetings and this question

kee,s coming up about this contract and I think eventually this question should

be settled.. Each time it comes up and I think most certainly an effort should

be made to arrive at a solution if it presents a problem; but I believe it

could be said that the adoption of this compact by all the states and by the

congress would correct this contract that is in existence. Dut certainly a

solution should be attempted before we proceed too much further.

MIL COOPER: That would necessitate the Power Company and Sugar

Comrany agreeing to that. This commission could not set this up as a mandatee

The only mandate could be set up as nn agreement among the states, then it

wouli be a mandate; but as long as no agreement has been reached, status quo

remains.

MR. TllilCY: Whether it is 30,000 ac. ft. of storage upstairs or

36,000 that is coming into the picture - and it seems that we are stymied right

there. Let us have a t",.,tative motion and then you can go to the people.

MIl. SMYLIE: It seems to me that this is your position, at least as

far as the state of utah is concerned, you are a house divided against yourself,

and I would say with confidence I think that I could agree with Mr. Carlisle

that it is conceivable that there would be strenuous opposition to be a ~igure

of 36,000 in the Utah Legislature. That being the case, let us face it. Let

us get one of these things ironed out at least.

MR. TRACY: I do not see why this particular item is my responsibility

any more than the rest of the commission, but if you gentlemen want me to go

ahead on that basis, I will do the best I can.

MR. SMYLIE: In order to remove any concern, I had Mr. Miller's

consent to suggest the addition of Mr. Cooper in order to treat with the Idaho

people in the same connection.
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CHll.IRMAN LAi(S()N~ Yo u have heard Mr. Smylie t s motion, seconded by

Mr. Miller - all in favor? Idaho - Yes. utah - Yes. Wyoming - Yes. Motion

carried.

MR. MILLER: Mr. Chairman, I would like to follow that up with another

suggestion although contingent on other things. I would like to put out the

suggestion that Idaho reconsider her figure that she has seemed to limit herself

to, to come up to a figure of 36,000 acre feet of storage above Dear Lake upon

which the other two states seem to have agreed upon amone themselves.

MR. COOPER: Well, we are not objecting to the proposition whore it

is Giving opportunity of the Utah-Idaho sugar people anri power people meeting

with the state Engineer from utah and representative from Idaho to see if they

can determine the level of the lake.

CHAIRM.AN IJ1.RSON: Have you any suggestion on this upstream storage?

MR. COOPER: You mean on this changing the amount of storage?

CHAIRMAN IJ.RSON: Is there any chance for the three states to close

up the gap?

MR. COOPER: We feel that in view of this report, and admitted fact,

with no future storage, we feel that we have yielded on the upstream storage

when we stated 29,500. That is just as far as we can go.

MR. IOHNS: If in this you can work out an agreement that will

guarantee all your irrigation water in Dear Lake, that the depletion will come

from power water, where are you hurt?

MR. COOPER: Well, we are open to compromise if the users, the Power

Company, Suge.r Company and the lower users in Dox Elder agree to it, but we

understood there should be some protection in there. As stated, we havenrt

any contract.
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MR. IORNS: That is why I suggested that you be included in that

meeting. It would. enable you to work that out in writinG rather than have it

in the compact" and if you can agree taking it out of this compact it will

clear up one of the major stumbling blocks. If that is done, what would you

have against 36,OOO?

MR. COOPER: TJ-e only reason is that it reduces the ability of the

Power Company to fulfill its contract. And furthermore, to provide for the

users also.

MR. IORNS: Well, the only way that they will protect themselves in

this is by raising the storage in Dear Lake. That is the only assurance you

have at the present time, if we have this increased upstream storage, and it

would cut dOWl the total storable in Dear Lake. If you can get them to put that

in writing without having us put that in the compact, woull that not remove the

objection that you have in increasing the upstream storage?

MR. COOPER: We would not care to increase it unless it was agreeable

both to our users and to these people. You understand that we are working in

behalf of our users and our interests and. they have given us thi s limitation.

We made it as a recommendation, and we put it up to them. It is beyond our

authority to make an agreement here increasing it until we very carefully

consider it with our users and all the people involved.

MR. IORNS: :I'hat is what I am getting at. If you can work it out

with your users and the Power Company with the water users de;JenOOnt on that

storage will be satisfied with such an agreement, what objection would you have

to increasinG the storage above Dear Lake?

MR. COOPER: Well, of course, our present position is that we feel

that it would have damaging effects in case we did increase it any more than

29,500. Consequently we expect to sit on that figure until there is some other
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agreement rooched between us. It would have to be cleared up.

MR. IORNS: On your average year with the regulation on the river

there can only be one result from it and that is that you will have more

water passing Stewart Dam.

MR. COOPF.n: In spite of these changes we would not be willing to

agree to imposing anyth.u!.g on the people who are with us, namely the Dox

Elder users and the Power Company. We would not impose any hardship on them.

We would, of course, be willing to consider it with them. Dut ll\Y statement

now would be that we sit firmly on the 29,500. If they are willing to c:.msiden

another figure, and our users, the Idaho users, and the advisors on this

commission feel that it is worthWhile to nnke further concessions, if that could

be ione - but we would have to consult with all of the people concerned before

we change. We did agree to recommend this other figure, and we felt that we

were coming half way. We had nearly reached the figure of your recommendation

of the .3.3,000, and we figured that by coming along and by guaranteeing them,

giving them permission to take that much water each year, that we were not at

all out of line, and that we had made c~nsiderable c~ncession.

MR. IOTINS: I felt that one of the stumbling blocks, and the reason

why you did not go on up to .36,000 might be this limitation on Jear Lake, but

by the removal of that, ~ixing it so that it can be more of a flexible arrange

ment and permitting better use of Dear Lake by not writing a strict figure on

it in the compact, I thought possibly we could get around that and maybe you

could meet these other people. If you canrt, then the next thing is to see if

the Upper people are going to come down.

MR. COOPER: We gave this matter of raising from 2.3,000 to 29,500

due consideration and it took a lot of work and a lot of effort, and we felt

that we were making quite a concession, and we still think so, in view of the
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facts. We will be perfectly willing to talk the thin,'S ovor an'l see how the

users feel about it. Dut now our position is exactly as it was set up by

reason of the fact that that was the thing <J.greed upon, and I WJuLl not make

any agreement or any personal arrangement unless it was agreed to by these

people who were advising me an::! by our water users.

MR. TRACY: Would five or ten minutes' time be enough to consider it'?

MR. COOPER: Tha.t WJuli not be time enough. It involves too much

of a concession to agree upon in five or ten minutes. If you want to ejve us

toniBht to consider it.

MH," TRACY: No, would you be Willins to discuss it, to talk it over

with the Power Comrany and the Sugar Company?

MR. COOPER: Why, certainly I would be willing to discuss it with

then. If it was your recommendation that we recess for ten minutes ani come

back in ten minutes, we are willing to do that.

MR, TllACY: I move that we recess.

Secon'led and carried.

CHi.IRMAN: We will recess for ten minutes,

The meeting r'econvened.

CHAInMt>.N LAJ.l.SON: Which one of you has somethizilg important to report?

Mil. COOPER: The Idaho group have met and, as they consider the

proposition to date, we have consented to common duty of water, we have

yielded on priorities, we have made various and other concessions in our

endeavor to bring about a compact, and a.s we see it now, we will stand on the

amount of 29,500 ac. ft. additional upstream storage. However, we will be

willing to discuss the question in a meeting with the State Engineer of utah,

representatives of the utah-Idaho Sugar Company and the utah Power & Lir,ht

Company at an early date, and at their convenience. We would, of course,
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expect to stand on the four point s that we reconmended in our previous

statement.

CHAlliMAN UI.RSON: !Jut you would discuss this also?

MR. COOPEn: We would discuss this also, certainly.

ClLURMAN L1i.l?SON: I think we have arrived at the point of adjournment

pending that meeting.

MR. MERRILL: I think it would be tragic to adjourn it for six

months or anything like that. It has been my experience in my litigation work

that if you are going to get a compromise you are going to gather and cut it

down, and the longer you leave it the worse it gets. You will have to

reactivate it. Furthormore~ if you are going to get a compact and get it in

the legislatures of the three states that are meeting, we should do it.

MR. SMYLIE: How soon can thi s meeting be arranged?

MR. TUACY: Mr. Irvine, how soon can you meet?

MR. IRVINE: I will be away for a week but someone in our company

can meet any time.

MR. TRACY: I will be away next week.

CHI.IUWiN LAUSON: What about the 19th for you people and the 20th

for the conmission?

MR. MILLER: };,''Y I suggest that we defer fixing a definite date for

the commission at this time and set a tentative date, subject to call of the

Chairman0

It was agreed that the conmission would meet on the 17th and 18th

of December.

Adjourned.
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